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Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected
in other ways, it should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented

on.
The teaching staff is satisfied with the results. The shortened teaching period was not ideal. The online labs
had a bumpy start as the infrastructure was not tested enough but it improved as the course advanced. The
assignments lectures are very popular.
The distance lectures seemed to not to be a problem. My impression is that they have a number of
advantages over classroom lectures. It is much faster to bring a terminal, an experiment or a virtual machine
to the screen than in the classroom. The use of menti quizzes and exercises + the zoom chat had a positive
impact in student participation in the lectures.
Some of the received comments on the course in general (additional comments field):
+ It was a good course and it has been motivating as well as educational.
+ Thank you for a great course!
+ Overall a very interesting and well taught course!
+ Great course with an engaged and fun teacher, distance with zoom was no problem in this course.

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.
To include additional reading material to complement the lectures. However, the analysis show that most
students already spending their fair share of time to study for the course, so I more material needed to added
with the objective of clarify without piling up additional hours to the workload.
Mentimeter was used on a experimental base this year. As it proved very popular, we plan to include more of
those in the next course date.
The lab architecture will be revisited and we will check the possibility of removing all licensed components
from it, so images can be distributed to the students to run the labs at their own premises.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific
course.

